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to Murmansk and back. This journey had two objects:
to see what lay behind the Soviet claims to have introduced
intensive agriculture into the Arctic; and to see someihing
of Arctic and sub-Arctic vegetation. Both these objects
were fulfilled; but the most valuable result of the journey
was a better understanding of and sympathy with the Russian
character, the result of living for six days and nights in the
intimate company of Soviet citizens.
I have picked from my diary two other illustrations of
the Russian atmosphere. The first is a formal occasion:
the funeral of my acquaintance Boris Keller. The second
is an informal occasion: the amusing experiences (of a
kind not uncommon in Russia) incidental to a \isit to a
collective farm. These, too, are printed very much as they
were originally written.
MURMANSK TRAIN JOURNEY
22 August
Arrived at Severn! station, Moscow, about 11 a.m., in
pouring rain. There are three ways of travelling on the
train: cattle trucks, which were filled with labour-corps
men and some private soldiers; 'hard' carriages with
closely fitting wooden bunks—about three feet of head-
room between each; and misnamed * soft * carriages,
where the traveller is not required to provide his own
bedding for the wooden bunks, and is issued with a
. palliasse. Already there was a fight going on at the door
of one of the cattle trucks—the men already inside were
preventing any more from entering. The * hard * carriages
were full, with people standing at the entrances and even .
on the steps, and there was a fierce woman attendant
outside the * soft' carriage barring the way against all but
authorised travellers.
The compartment in which I spent the next three days and
Anights with three Russians was smaller than a sleeper
compartment on a British train. It had four horizontal

